
Pastor’s Pen: Liturgical Dos and don’ts Part 2

As stated in last week’s pastor’s pen, in pointing out these issues, it is not my intent nor

desire to single out any one person or parish.  These are things I have had to address in every

parish I have ever been in.  I know many of these things were addressed in Macon and Bevier

when Fr. Viet was here, but 5 years is a long time.

Reception of Communion

From the General Instruction of the Roman Missal

160. The priest then takes the paten or ciborium and goes to the communicants, who,
as a rule, approach in a procession.

The faithful are not permitted to take the consecrated bread or the sacred chalice by
themselves and, still less, to hand them from one to another. The norm for reception of
Holy Communion in the dioceses of the United States is standing. Communicants
should not be denied Holy Communion because they kneel. Rather, such instances
should be addressed pastorally, by providing the faithful with proper catechesis on the
reasons for this norm.

In the reception of Communion, with the exception of the priest, what is called
self-communication is forbidden.  This extends to a deacon when he is presiding over
a “Sunday Gathering in the Absence of a Priest.” When you come up for communion,
grabbing the host from the priest of deacon is not to happen; the host must be given to
you either in the hand (one hand over another) or on the tongue. So, using your thumb
and forefinger and index finger to seize the host is not to happen.

If you are receiving in the hand, both hands should be free.  If your hands are
not both free, I highly recommend you receive on the tongue.  I cannot compel this, I
can only recommend it as a matter of respect for the Blessed Sacrament. It lessens
substantially the dropping of the Body of Christ; it also avoids a sloppy and haphazard
reception inconsistent with the what is being received.

When receiving Holy Communion, the communicant bows his or her head before the
Sacrament as a gesture of reverence and receives the Body of the Lord from the
minister. The consecrated host may be received either on the tongue or in the hand, at
the discretion of each communicant. When Holy Communion is received under both
kinds, the sign of reverence is also made before receiving the Precious Blood.

As stated above, I cannot compel nor force anyone to receive either in the hand
or the tongue.  Notice, though, that before one receives Communion one is to bow
one’s head as an act of reverence.  One is also allowed to genuflect.  I am indifferent
to which one you chose so long as you do one of them.



161. If Communion is given only under the species of bread, the priest raises the host
slightly and shows it to each, saying, Corpus Christi (The Body of Christ). The
communicant replies, Amen, and receives the Sacrament either on the tongue or,
where this is allowed and if the communicant so chooses, in the hand. As soon as the
communicant receives the host, he or she consumes it entirely.

Notice two things here:  First there is to be an audible AMEN said after you
hear the words “The Body of Christ.” This is true for whatever manner one wishes to
receive Communion. Starting with the last weekend on this month, the deacons and I
will not give communion until the person has said an audible Amen. Please, parents,
be sure to tell your children this.

Second, notice that one does not move until the communion has been
consumed. Hence, if receiving in the hand, you do not step to the side until after you
have consumed the Blessed Sacrament.  For those wearing mask: come up, put down
the mask, receive the Host on the tongue or in the hand, consume the host, put up the
mask and then move.  We are not in a hurry.  The point of the distribution of the
Eucharist is not to see how fast we can do it. Starting Ash Wednesday, I am bringing
back the hand patens to be used by the servers during the Communion rite (as they
should be) to make the distribution of the Eucharist more solemn and less like a line at
the grocery store.

Finally, in this diocese, the bishop allows reception standing or kneeling.

Bowing at the Name of Jesus

Although not mandatory, it is a good and pious habit to bow one’s head when
the name of Jesus is used in our prayers during Mass as a sign of respect for His Holy
Name and as an act of awareness of his Presence among us.  It is mandatory, just as a
friendly reminder to bow from the waist when we use the Creed at Mass at the
words,” and by the power of the Holy Spirit He was incarnate of the Virgin Mary and
became man.”

Use of Incense

Starting with Easter this year, the use of incense will become the norm for the
Sunday Morning Masses.  This is recommended.  Furthermore, it points out the
centrality of the Sunday Morning Mass in the weekend liturgy.


